PUBLIC HEALTH CONVERSATION

Teaching Public Health: Transformative Educational Models.

JUNE 21

4:30 to 6 p.m.
CAPTIONS AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH

Online:
bu.edu/sph/
TeachPublicHealth

@BUSPH
#SPHConversations
#TeachPublicHealth

FEATURED SPEAKERS

Brenda Kirkwood
DIRECTOR OF ONLINE EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY AT ALBANY SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
@UAlbanySPH

Karin J. Opacich
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR UNDERGRADUATE PUBLIC HEALTH, SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS CHICAGO
@UICPublicHealth

Laura Liang
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, RUTGERS SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
@RutgersSPH

Leah Neubauer
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE, FEINBERG SCHOOL OF MEDICINE AT NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
@NU_IPHAM

Jonathan Garcia
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL HEALTH, COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND HUMAN SCIENCES, OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY
@CPHHS

Kimberly Arriola
EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, ROLLINS SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH OF EMORY UNIVERSITY
@KimJacobArriola

MODERATOR

Lisa Sullivan
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR EDUCATION AND PROFESSOR OF BIOSTATISTICS, BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Engaging with Us on Social Media.

- Follow @busph and tag us in your stories and posts on all platforms
- Post, like, and retweet content, using event hashtag and tagging speaker(s)
- Share event information on social media
- Send registration link to your networks

Suggested Posts on Social Media.

**TWITTER**

Join @BUSPH on June 21 for the third installment in our "Teaching Public Health" series, where experts will discuss transformative educational models that embrace change and adaptability. #SPHConversations
Join the conversation: https://bit.ly/2RJ0ZK2

The future of #publichealth #education is valued, relevant, accountable, adaptable, and impactful. On June 21, join @BUSPH and leading experts to explore transformative educational models that support these goals. #SPHConversations https://bit.ly/2RJ0ZK2

On June 21, join @BUSPH, @KimJacobArriola, Jonathan Garcia @CPHHS, Brenda Kirkwood @UAlbanySPH, Leah Neubauer @NU_IPHAM, Laura Liang @RutgersSPH, and Karin J. Opacich @UIPublicHealth, for our 3rd "Teaching Public Health" event. Moderated by Lisa Sullivan. https://bit.ly/2RJ0ZK2

What should the future of public health education look like? Tune in to @BUSPH’s "Teaching Public Health: Transformative Educational Models” event on June 21 for six experts’ ideas. #SPHConversations
Register: https://bit.ly/2RJ0ZK2

**FACEBOOK/LINKEDIN**

The future of #publichealth #education is valued, relevant, accountable, adaptable, and impactful. Join the Boston University School of Public Health on Monday, June 21, for the third installment in our "Teaching Public Health" series, where leading experts will explore transformative educational models that support these goals. Learn more and register here: https://bit.ly/2RJ0ZK2

What should the future of public health education look like? Tune in to Boston University School of Public Health’s "Teaching Public Health: Transformative Educational Models" event on Monday, June 21, where six experts will discuss models that embrace change and adaptability. Join the conversation: https://bit.ly/2RJ0ZK2

Boston University School of Public Health leads provocative and thoughtful conversations in its mission to improve the health of local, national, and international populations, particularly the disadvantaged, underserved, and vulnerable, through excellence and innovation in education, research, and service.

To view our schedule of Public Health Conversations, please scan the QR code at right.

**THINK. TEACH. DO. FOR THE HEALTH OF ALL.**